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Abstract 
Niederreiter, H., A combinatorial problem for vector spaces over finite fields, Discrete 
Mathematics 96 (1991) 221-228. 
We study a combinatorial problem for vector spaces over finite fields which generalizes the 
following classical problem in algebraic coding theory: given a finite field Fq and integers 
n > k 2 1, find the largest minimum distance that can be achieved by a linear code over Fq with 
fixed length n and fixed dimension k. 
1. Introduction 
Let V be a vector space over an arbitrary field of finite dimension m 3 1 and let 
s and ml,. . . , m, be positive integers. For a system C of vectors of the form 
we define 
p(C) = min i di, (2) 
i=l 
where the minimum is extended over all integers dl, . . . , ds with 0 5 di ‘I m; for 
1 S i =S s and X:=1 di 3 1 for which the subsystem { ci(? 1 ~j s di, 1 =S i s s} is 
linearly dependent in V. If there are no such dl , . . . , d, (this can only happen if 
Ef=l mi s m), th en we define p(C) = m + 1. In this paper we study the number 
R(V;m,, . . . , mJ = max p(C), (3) 
where the maximum is taken over all systems C of vectors of the form (1). 
The definitions (2) and (3) were introduced in [5, Section 73 where one can also 
find elementary facts about R( V; ml, . . . , m,). In particular, it was shown there 
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that if the field of scalars is infinite, then we always have R( V; ml, . . . , m,) = 
m + 1. Thus it suffices from now on to consider finite-dimensional vector spaces V 
over a finite field E;4, where the order 4 is an arbitrary prime power. The problem 
of determining, or giving bounds for, the number R(V; ml, . . . , m,) arose in [5] 
in the context of constructing low-discrepancy sequences in unit cubes of arbitrary 
dimension. For this application, only the case mi = m for 1 d i 6 s is needed. 
In the special case where s > m and mj = 1 for 16 i G s there is a connection 
with an important problem of algebraic coding theory. The system C in (1) 
consists, in this case, of the vectors c\‘), . . . , cy) which we can take to be in Fy. 
We write c\‘), . . . , cp) as the columns of an m x s matrix H. If H has rank m, 
then H can be viewed as a parity-check matrix of a linear code L over F4 of length 
s and dimension s - m. According to (2), p(C) is the smallest number of columns 
of H that are linearly dependent. It follows then from [4, Theorem 7.31 that p(C) 
is equal to the minimum distance of the code L. Therefore, studying the number 
R(F;; 1,. . . , 1) with s entries 1 is the same as studying a basic problem of 
algebraic oding theory, namely that of determining the largest minimum distance 
which can be achieved by a linear code over Fq with given length s and given 
dimension s - m (see e.g. [l, pp. 329-3301). Thus, the problem of determining, or 
giving bounds for, the number R(V; ml, . . . , mS) for arbitrary ml, . . . , m, is a 
generalization of this well-known problem from algebraic coding theory. 
It was already observed in [5, Proposition 7.51 that we always have 2 d 
R(V;mr, . . . 9 ms) s m + 1. We note that in the special case s > m and mi = 1 for 
1 G i G s considered in the previous paragraph, we have R( Fy ; m *, . . . , ms) = 
m + 1 if and only if there exists an MDS code over Fq of length s and dimension 
s - m (compare with [3, Chapter 111). In the general case we can assume that 
C;= lmi>m and mi’bm for l~i bs by the discussion in [S, Section 71, and we 
will do so in the sequel. Note that these conditions imply that s > 2. 
In Section 2 we establish lower bounds for R( V; m 1, . . . , m,) by giving explicit 
constructions of systems C with a sufficiently large value of p(C). In the case 
s>(q”- l)/(q - 1) we can give a formula for R(V; ml, . . . , m,). An upper 
boundforR(V;mi,..., mS) is proved in Section 3. 
2. Lower bounds 
Let g(x) =xn - an_L~n-l - . . . - a, be a manic polynomial of degree n 3 1 over 
the finite field Fq. Then the sequence wl, w2, . . . of elements of Fq which satisfies 
the linear recurrence 
w r+?l = an_-lwr+n_l $0 l l l + a,w, for r = 1,2, . . . 
with initial values w1 = = l l = w,_. 1 = 0 and w,, = 1 (w, = 1 if n = 1) is called 
the impulse response sequence with characteristic polynomial 6 (compare with 
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[2, Chapter 81). A simple calculation shows that g(x) CF=, WJ-’ = 1, hence 
z 
c WJ-’ 
1 
=- 
r=l g(x) ’ 
(4) 
where this identity holds in the field of formal Laurent series in x-’ over &. 
Forsa2letp,, . . . ,ps+ be distinct manic irreducible polynomials over Fq and 
put ei = deg(pi) for 1 s i G s - 1. For 1 G i 6 s - 1 and j 2 1 let w(‘)(j, r) o 
r=l,2,... , be the impulse response sequence with characteristic polynomial p{. 
For given m, m 1, . . . , m, define 
W 
cjr =W”‘(~~+l,r+Uii) fC7h lsj<i?Zi, IGiGS-1, lGr<m, (9 
where j - 1 = lijei + Uij with integers tu, UG such that 0 d Uij < ei, and define 
$‘=S, lm j -. - forlGj<ms, lsr<m , (6) 
where & is the Kronecker symbol viewed as an element of Fq. Then put 
cf)=(Ci(f), . . . ,c$EF~ for l<jcmi, l<i<s. (7) 
Proposition 1. For the system C in (7) we have 
s-1 
p(C)am+l-C (ei-1). 
i=l 
Proof. We can assume m > CfIi (ei - l), for otherwise the result is trivial. 
Suppose that p(C) G m - c:Z; (ei - 1). Then there exist integers d,, . . . , d, with 
0 < di s mi for 16 i 6 s and 1 G CI=l di G m - CfI: (ei - 1) such that the system 
Icy): l<jSdi, 1 d i SS} is linearly dependent in Fy. Thus we have a linear 
dependence relation 
f: fd f;“$) = 0 E F’& 
is1 j=l 
where all fi G) E Fq and not all fi”) are 0. Comparing components we get 
We can extend the definition of c$) by using (5) and (6) for all r z 1. Then we 
consider the power series 
Using (6) we can write 
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For fixed 1 ~j s di, 1 S i 6s - 1, we have by (S), 
r=l 
where we used wci)(tg + 1, r) = 0 for 1 G r c Uij and (4). For fixed 1 G i S s - 1 we 
therefore get 
In the last sum we combine the terms with the same value of tii. We note that tii 
ranges from 0 to bi, which we define as the greatest integer s(di - l)/ei. If the 
value of tij is fixed, then the corresponding Uij range from 0 to at most ei - 1. Thus 
we can write 
with gb E &[x] and deg&,) < ei. Together with (10) we obtain 
‘--l &+I gib(x) 
p- bw+~-*=,~, &@. 
j=l 
(11) 
With 
h $&ll’+l 
i=l 
we have 
deg(h) = “2 biei + ‘g ei G *2 (di - 1) + ‘2 ei 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
=~di+~(ei-l)~~-d,. 
i=l i=l 
If we multiply (11) by h, then on the right-hand side we get a polynomial, while 
on the left-hand side we only have negative powers of x (observe that (8) and (9) 
imply that the terms actually appearing in P have exponents < - m). This is only 
possible if both sides of (11) are 0. From the fact that the right-hand side of (11) 
is 0 and from the uniqueness of the partial fraction decomposition for rational 
functions it follows that all polynomials g,, 1 s b s bi + 1, 1 s i s s - 1, are 0. 
From the fact that the left-hand side of (11) is 0 it follows that fi’“’ - 0 for 
1 s j s d,. Altogether we obtain that all fi”), 16 j G dip 1 G i SS, are 0. This 
contradiction shows the desired result. 0 
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Let N,(n) be the number of manic irreducible polynomials over & of degree n 
and put &(n) = c&l N&h) for n 2 1 and M,(O) = 0. For an integer t 3 1 we 
define 
D&) = 2 (h - l)N,(h) + 0 - N@))n, 
h=l 
where n = n(q, t) is the largest integer with M,(n) d t. Note that D&t) can be 
easily calculated with the help of the well-known explicit formula for N,(n) (see 
[2, Theorem 3.251). This formula also yields an effective bound of the form 
DJt) = O(t log t) by a straightforward argument. 
Theorem I. For any m-dimensional vector space V over Fq and any s 2 2 and 
ml,..., m, we have 
Proof. We can assume w.1.o.g. that V = Fy. We list all manic irreducible 
polynomials over Fq in a sequence pl, p2, . . . in such a way that deg(pJ 6 
deg(ph) whenever i s h. For a given s 2 2 let pl, . . . , ps_l be the first s - 1 terms 
in this sequence of polynomials. With these polynomials and with given 
mm,,..., m, we construct the system in (7). If we again put ej = deg(p,) for 
16 i G s - 1, then it is seen immediately that 
‘p* (ei- 1) = Dq(s -- 1). 
i=l 
The theorem follows therefore from Proposition 1 and the definition of 
R(V;m,, . . . . m,). q 
For t d q we have Q&t) = 0, and so it follows from Theorem 1 that 
R(V; mi, . . . 9 m,) = m + 1 for s < 4 + 1 and arbitrary m = dim(V) and 
ml,..., m,. Thus Theorem 1 includes [5, Theorem 7.1 l] as a special case. We 
notethatifm<ssq+landmi = 1 for 1s i d s, then constructions of systems C 
with p(C) = m + 1 can also be obtained from the theory of MDS codes (see [3, 
Chapter 111). 
The following two results are connected with well-known facts about Hammir 
codes over Fq (compare with [3, pp. 193-1941 and [6, p. 361). 
Proposition 2. rf m 2 2 and s s (4” - l)/(q - l), then for any m-dimensiona! 
vectorspaceVover~~;,andanyml,...,m,wehaveR(I/’;m,,...,m,)~3. 
Proof. Consider a system C = {c,!‘) E V: 1 G j G mi, 1 =G i s s} constructed as 
follows. Choose the vectors c y), 16 i s s, such that any two of them are linearly 
independent. For instance, if we assume w.1.o.g. that V = FT, then for the cy) we 
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can take any s column vectcirs of the m x (4”’ - lj/(q - I) parity-check matrix of 
a Hamming code over &. If i is such that PPZi - , > 2 then choose cv) such that c(‘) 1 
and cg) are linearly independent. If i is such that mi 2 3, then choose cj’), 
3 <j G mi, arbitrarily. For such a system C it is clear that p(C) 2 3. U 
Proposition 3. Ifs > (q” - ljJ(q - l), then for any m-dimensional vector space V 
over Fs and any ml, . . . , m, we have R(V; m,, . . . , mS) = 2. 
Proof. Note that the maximum cardinality of any set of elements of V such that 
any two of them are iineariy independent is equal to (q” - lj/(q - 1). Thus, if we 
take any system C = {cr’ E V: 1 Gj G mi, 1 G i ds} with s > (q”’ - lj/(q - 1). 
then there exist vectors &I and c’;G) with 1 s i < k G s that are linearly dependeilt, 
and so p(C) G 2. Since we always have R(V; m,, r . . , mSj 3 2, the desired result 
follows. q 
3. An upper bound 
Since Proposition 3 yields the value of R(V; ml, . . . , mSj for s > (q” - 
l)/(q - I), we can now assume that s s (q” - lj/(q - 1). Furthermore, Theorem 
1 yields the vaiue of R(V;m,, . . . , mSj for s < q + 1, so it suffices to consider 
s 2 q + 2. As we noted in Section 1, we can also assume that x3= 1 mi > m. Let w 
be the least cardinaiity of any subset I of { 1,2, . . . , s} with Ciermi 2 m. We 
write log, for the logarithm to the base q and [y] for the greatest integer my. 
Theorem 2, Let q + 2 s s s (q*’ - lj/(q - 1) and let V be an m-dimensional 
vector space ovz F4. If mi 2 m + 2 - [iogJ(q - 1 j(s - 1) + ljj fcr some i with . 
1 s&s, then 
R(V;m,,...,m,jSm+2- [iog,((q-l)(s-lj+l)j. 
If mi d m + 1 - [iogJ(q - l)(s - 1) + l)] for all 1 G i ds, then 
R(V;m,,...,m,)~3~+2- [iog,((q-lj(s--w+l)+lj]. 
Proof. Consider first the case where mi 2 m + 2 - eiogJ(q - lj(s - 1) + lj] =: r 
for some i -with 1 s i =S s. We can assume that this happens for i = 1. The bounds 
on s imply that 3 s r d m. Suppose we had R(V; m,, . . , XL) 2 P -t 1. Then there 
exists a system C = {Cji’ E V: 1 Sj G mi, 1 d i s s} such that for ail integers 
49~7 14, with 0 d tii s mi for 1 d i s s and Cf=, di = r the vectors c,!", 1 <j s di, 
1 d i s s, are linearly independent. Put bh = CL*) for 1s h 6 r, then bl, . . . , b, are 
linearly independent. Therefore this system can be extended to a basis 
b l,*.*, bm of V. We represent he vectors cl’), 2 < i 6 s, in terms of this basis: 
cy)= 2 Jhbh for 2<i<s, 
h=i 
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with fill E Fs. Now consider the s - 1 vectors 
A = (j&, Jr, . . . , &,,,) E Fymr+* for 2 G i s s. 
We claim that none of these f is a scalar multiple of (1, 0, . . . , 0). For otherwise 
there would be some i with 2 s i s s such that fi,, = 0 for r s h s m. Then for this i 
we get 
r-l 
c!,” = 2 ihbh, 
h=l 
and this contradicts the fact that b,, . . . , br-, , c(,‘) are linearly independent. Thus 
the claim above is shown. Furthermore, we have 
s-laq 
m-r+* -1 
q-l 
by the definition of r. Therefore by the pigeon-hole principle, two of the f 
represent he same projective point, or equivalently J = afk for some i and k with 
26i<kssandaEFq, a#O. Then 
which contradicts the fact that &, . . . , br-*, c:‘), c’,&) are linearly independent. 
This proves the first part of the theorem. 
In the second part of the theorem we have 
misI?Z+l- [lO&((q-l)(S-l)+l)J <m-l 
for lSiSssinces> - q + 2. In particular, we must have w b 2. For 
r:=m+2- [logJ(q-l)(s-w+l)+l)J 
we obtain then 3 d r s m + 1. If r = m + 1, then the second part of the theorem 
holds trivially, so that we can assume r d m. Furthermore, from w 3 2 we get 
micm+l- [lOg,((q-l)(S-l)+l)j <r-l for 1SiSs. 
Thus, if c is the least cardinality of any subset I of { 1, 2, . . . , s} with Cirl mi 2 r, 
then 2 6 t s W. We can assume w.1.o.g. that Cf=, mi > r. Put u = r - 2:~: mi, then 
lbudm,. IfwehadR(V;m,,...,m,)zr+l, then there would exist a systera 
C= {cji' E V: 1 ~j d lpti, 1 s i GS} such that for all integers d,, . . . , dj with 
Osdismm, for l~ic~ and CS=Idi=r the vectors cji’, ISjSdi, lsiss, are 
linearly independent. We consider the Y vectors cj’), 1 <j G mi, 1 c a’ s c - 1, and 
c/!“, 1 ~j G U, and rename them 6,, . . . , 6, in such a way that b,_-, = ~2: and 
1z = cc! Since bl, . . 
tiabasisb,, . . . , 
. , b, are linearly independent, this system can be extended 
6, of V. We represent he vectors c\‘), I +- 1 d i 6 s, in terms of 
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this basis: 
with & E Fq. Now consider the s - t vectors 
J=(&._,,f;:r9 . . . . i&F:-‘+* forf+l<+.r. 
As in the first part of the proof one shows that none of these j is a scalar multiple 
of (l,O, . . I , 0). Similarly, using the fact that for each i with f + 1 d i <s the 
vectors bi, . . . , bp2, b,, cy’ are linearly independent, one shows that none of the 
1 is a scalar multiple of (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0). From t G w we get 
4 
m-H-2 -1 
S -_t>s-wa 
q-1 
-1, 
where we used the definition of r in the second inequality. Therefore by the 
pigeon-hole principle, two of the J represent the same projective point, and the 
proof can then be completed as in the first part. 0 
Consider the special case where V = Fy, s > m 2 2, and mi = 1 for 1 G i 6 s. If 
s>(q”- l)J(q - 1), then Proposition 3 yields R(V; ml, . . . , m, j = 2 cm. If 
q+2ss<(q”- l)/(q - l), then the conditions of the second part of Theorem 2 
are satisfied, and this result yields R(V; m ], . . . , m,) s m whenever s - w 2 q. 
Since in this special case we have w = m, we obtain altogether that 
R( V; ml, . . . , m,) s m whenever s 3 q + m. In the light of the discussion in 
Section 1 this means that s d q + m - 1 is a necessary condition for the existence 
of an MDS code over Fq of length s and dimension s - m. This condition is well 
known in algebraic coding theory (see [3, Chapter 11, Corollary 7]), and 
Theorem 2 can be viewed as a generalization of this result. 
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